
TEST FIRST
Due to the nature of different surfaces, you should do 
several test areas in inconspicuous areas according to the 
label instructions to determine surface colour stability and 
desired results. The end user must determine the suitability 
of the product for their intended use.
PRECAUTIONS & SAFETY DIRECTIONS
1. Read entire label, SDS & technical bulletin before using;  
2. Wear appropriate skin & eye protection;  
3. Use when surface temperature is between 4°C & 32°C; 
4. Do not allow product to contact any non-recommended 

surfaces;
5. Take care when using on dark coloured grout or stone.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Sweep, vacuum, or wipe surface;
2.  Slightly pre-wet surface  & grout joints with clean water;
3. Pour approx 1-2 cups of MicroScrub™ to the pre wet 

surface;
4. Scrub the surface with a white nylon pad, scrub brush or 

scrub machine;
5. For vertical surfaces, pre-wet surface by spraying water 

from a spray bottle then apply MicroScrub™ directly to a 
white nylon pad then scrub;

6. DO NOT ALLOW PRODUCT TO DRY ON THE SURFACE;
7. Remove the dirty solution with a wet vac or mop; 
8. Rinse thoroughly with clean water;
Repeat as necessary. 

NOTE: If using MicroScrub™ as a booster to a Cleaner 
or Problem Solver, follow the directions of that product 
and then add MicroScrub™ to the standing solution just 
before scrubbing.  Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

LIMITATIONS
 ▶ Will not remove deep set stains;
 ▶ Refer to Stain Removal Guide at www.aqua-seal.com.au 

for suitable stain removal products.
COVERAGE
The coverage will vary depending on density, porosity, 
texture, surface absorption, weather, the application 
method, severity of the problem and dilution used.
MAINTENANCE
 After successfully cleaning the surface, use the below 
cleaning products to ensure the surface is maintained in a 
pristine condition.

 ▶  EzyClean™ for routine, everyday cleaning;
 ▶ Boost™ for routine cleaning & help prolong sealer 

lifespan;
 ▶ XtremeClean™ for periodic heavy duty cleaning;
 ▶ DeepClean Pro™ for large commercial areas.

HANDLING, STORAGE & CLEAN UP
 ▶  Close container tightly after each use;
 ▶ Store between 4°C and 32°C. 
 ▶ Do not re-use container. Discard in rubbish. 
 ▶ Clean tools and hands with clean water.

 ▶ FIRST AID
Contact a doctor or Poisons Information Centre (Australia 
Ph: 131-126, NZ Ph: 0800 764766). Ingestion: Do NOT induce 
vomiting. Rinse mouth thoroughly with water then give 
some water to drink. Skin, Hair & Eyes: Irritation is unlikely. 
If irritation does occur, flush with lukewarm, gently flowing 
water for 5 minutes or until chemical is removed. Inhalation: 
First aid is not generally required.  If in doubt seek medical 
advice. General: If irritation persists or feeling unwell, seek 
medical attention.

Code Size Barcode Number

122-005 1 litre - MicroScrub 9347177001470

DESCRIPTION & USE
MicroScrub™ is a safe yet powerful biodegradable nano cream cleaner that is non-flammable, non-toxic and contains NO VOC’s 
(Volatile Organic Compounds) or acids. Utilising the latest Nano-AQS™ technology, MicroScrub™ will effectively remove most 
factory applied porcelain wax, floor finishes, light grout haze residue (including light epoxy grout haze), surface pencil marks, 
rust, mineral deposits and sealer residue.  Can also be used to boost the performance of any cleaner or problem solver. Ideal to 
safely abrade away dirt & grime from heavily textured, hard to clean surfaces. Will not affect any penetrating type sealer. USE: 
On all natural stone, grout, ceramic, porcelain, terracotta, Saltillo, quarry tiles, terrazzo, concrete, pavers & masonry surfaces.

PRODUCT WARRANTY
Aqua-Seal STS™ “The Manufacturer” warrants to the original purchaser of its products that 
such products are free from manufacturing defect and does not warrant or guarantee the 
workmanship performed by any person or firm installing its products. The manufacturer’s 
obligation under this warranty is limited solely to the original purchaser and solely shall be 
limited to the replacement of the product sold or refund. This warranty will not extend to any 
product which has been modified in any way or which has not been used in accordance with 
the printed instructions. The manufacturer makes no other warranties either expressed or 
implied. The end user must determine the suitability of the product for their intended use.   
READ ENTIRE LABEL & ALWAYS DO A TEST FIRST.
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